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What is it that can make a programming problem elegant? It is certainly a 
combination ofthe problem statement and the solutions it allows. An elegant problem 
most likely has a rather terse specification whose solution is at first sight not obvious 
at all. But after some systematic thought it reveals a simple solution that combines 
clarity with efficiency. If you agree with this appraisal of elegance in programming, 
you may find our new exercises elegant. 
Exercise 23 deals with pattern matching. In this case the pattern is a permutation 
of {0, 1 , . . . ,  M-  1}. We have to compute how often it occurs as a subsequence of
a given sequence. It allows a solution whose computation time is proportional to 
the length of the sequence. Jan L.A. van de Snepscheut and I devised this exercise 
for a written programming examination i  1980. 
The other new exercise could be called a parsing problem. We have to check 
whether a given sequence of zeroes and ones has a certain syntactic structure. Also 
this problem has a linear solution. It does not require the introduction of auxiliary 
arrays. I owe this exercise to W.H.J. Feijen. 
Exercise 23: problem of'the masks 
A P(i:  0<~ i< M)-mask in X( j :  0~<j< N) is an increasing integer sequence 
r(i: 0 < - i<  M)  that satisfies 
(Ai: 0<~ i < M:  0 < - r(i) < N A P( i )  = X( r ( i ) ) )  
Determine S such that 
I[M, N: int; {M~ 1 ^  N~>0} 
P( i: 0 << - i < M) ,  X ( j :  O<~j < N): array of int; 
{(Ai: 0<~ i<M:  (Nh: 0~ < h<M:  P(h)  = i)= 1)} 
I[a: int; 
S 
{a = number of P(i:  0~ < i < M)-masks in X( j :  0<~j < N))} 
]1 
]1 
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Exercise 24: recognizing h-sequences 
An h-sequence is a sequence of zeroes and ones that consists either of a single 
0 or of a 1 followed by two h-sequences. For example, 10100 is an h-sequence, but 
10010 is not. We have to solve S in 
I[N: int; {N~>0} 
H(i: 0<~ i< N): array of int; 
{(Ai: 0~i<N:  H(i )=Ov H( i )= 1)} 
I[b: bool; 
S 
{b = (H(i:  0~ < i<  N) is an h-sequence)} 
]1 
]1 
Solution of Exercise 20 (figure six) 
We are requested to find a statement list S such that 
I[N: int; {N~ 1} 
f(i: 0<~ i< N): array of int; 
{(Ai: 0<~ i< N: O<~f(i)< N)} 
I[P, q: int; 
S 
{p = (MIN i, j: i I> 0 ^  j/> 1 ^  f~ (0) =y~+J (0): j) 
^ q = (MIN i, j :  i I> 0 ^  j I> 1 ^  f i (0)  =fi+j(O): i)} 
]1 
]1 
in which f°(O)=O and fk+l(O)=f(fk(o)) for k~>0. 
Let P and Q denote the values we have to compute: 
P= (MIN i,j: i>~0 ^ j>~ 1 Afi(0) =f+J(0):  j), 
Q = (MIN i,j: i~>0 A j~ > 1 ^ f~(0)----f~+J(0): i). 
Our solution relies on the following theorem. 
Theorem. For all i >I 0 and j >i 1 we have 
f'(O) =f'+J(0) 
if and only if 
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Proof. We first prove by mathematical induction 
f'+k'P(0) =f ' (0)  (5) 
for i>~ Q and k>~0. 
It holds for k = 0. Assume (5) to hold for k = l, l~  >0. Then 
fi+(/+l)'P(o ) 
= {induction hypothesis, i+  P I> Q} 
ff+P(o) 
= {fo+V(O)=f°.(O)by(1)and(2),hence 
f,-O(fo+e(o)) =f,-O(fO (0))} 
if(O) 
which proves (5). 
Since j rood P = 0~j  = ( j  div P ) .  P, we may conclude (4)~(3).  Next assume (3). 
By (2) we have i/> Q. Since 
j = ( j  div P)  • P + j  rood P 
we conclude by (3), (5), and i + j  rood P/> Q that 
i f(0) =f'+J =*n P(0). 
On accotint of (1) and 0~<j rood P< P we then have 
j rood P=0.  [] 
We wish to change (1) and (2) into expressions with each just one dummy. First 
define M as follows. 
M = (MIN i: i~> 1 ^ fi(O)=f2i(O): i). (6) 
By our theorem we have 
M>~I  ^ M>>-Q ^ MmodP=O 
(M is actually the least such value.) Let j >i 1. According to the theorem, and since 
M I> Q, we have fM(0) =fM+J(O) if and only i f j  rood P = 0. Consequently, 
P = (MIN j: j I> 1 ^  fM (0) =fM+J(0): j). (7) 
Using M, we have found an expression for P with only one dummy. This can also 
be done for Q. Let i t> 0. According to the theorem, and since M I> 1 ^ M rood P = 0, 
we have f i(0) =f+M(o) if and only if i >I Q. Consequently, 
Q = (MIN i: i>~O^fi(O)=fi+M(o): i). (8) 
The kind of expressions we have in (6), (7), and (8) can be evaluated by linear 
searches. First M is determined. Given fM(o), which we shall denote by F, the 
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values of P and Q can be computed. We thus get three repetitions. Their respective 
invariants are 
P0: 1 <~ i ~< M ^ s =f i (0 )  A t =f2"i(0), 
P I :  l<~p<~PAt=fV(F), 
P2: O<~q<-QAs=fq(O) At=fq(F).  
Observe that 
POAs=t ~ s=F, 
P1AF=t  ~p=P,  
P2As=t  ~ q=Q. 
The code of our solution is 
S: [[F: int; 
][i, s, t: int; i, s, t := 1,f(O),f(f(O)) 
;do s~ t-> i, s, t := i+ 1,f(s) , f ( f ( t ) )od 
; F :=s  
]1 
;l[t: int;p, t := 1 , f (F )  
; do F# t->p, t :=p+ 1,f(t) od 
]1 
;[[s, t: int; q, s, t := 0, 0, F 
; do s # t-> q, s, t := q+ 1,f(s),f(t) od 
]1 
]1 
The repetitions make M - 1, P - 1, and Q steps. Since M < P + Q, the total computa- 
tion time is proportional to P + Q, which seems as good as one can achieve. 
Solution of Exercise 21 (Chicago Tribune) 
We have to find a statement list S such that 
I[N: int; {0<~ N<23°}  
a(i,j: 0<~ i < N A 0<~j < 30): array of bool; 
lib(j: 0~<j < 30): array of bool; 
S 
{(Ai: 0<~ i< N:  (Ej: 0~<j<30:  a(i , j )~ b(j)))} 
]1 
]1 
without introducing auxil iary arrays. 
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Given b(j: 0<~j < n), 0<~ n ~< 30, we define set U by 
U--- {il0<~ i < N A (Aj: 0<~j < n: a(i,j) =-- b(j))}. 
( U is the set of entries that concur with b in their first n positions.) If n = 30 ^ U = 
the postcondition holds. For n = 0 set U has size N. Our program will consist of a 
repetition of 30 steps in each of which the size of U is at least halved. More precisely, 
we maintain 
P: 0<~n~<30 ^ IUI<~N/2" 
as an invariant. 
Given P (and N < 23°) we may conclude U = 0 from n = 30. Therefore, n ~ 30 
suffices as our guard. The program will have the following structure. 
n, U:=O,{ilO<~i<N} 
; do n ~ 30 
--> T, F:--{i~ Ula(i, n)}, {i~ Ul-~a(i, n)} 
; iflT]<<.]Fl->b: (n)=true; U:= U\F  
D IFI <ITI  b: (n)=false ; U := U \  T 
f i  
; n :=n+l  
od 
For U = 0 the program reduces to giving b(j: n ~<j < 30) an arbitrary value. We 
can, therefore, slightly optimize the program by changing the guard into U # 0, 
from wh ichuas  we saw earl iermn ~ 30 may be concluded, and adding 
do n ~ 30--> b: (n )= true ; n:= n+l  
I"1 n~30~ b: (n)=false ; n:= n+l  
od 
at the end of the program. 
Since we are not allowed to introduce auxiliary arrays, sets U, T, and F cannot 
be recorded. They can, however, be recovered from the value of b(j: 0<~j< n). In 
order to be able to express the guard U # 0 we introduce an integer variable u and 
maintain u = I uI. 
Determining I TI and I FI requires a nested repetition. The invariant of the outer 
one of these two repetitions is 
Q: O<~m<~N 
^ t=[{i~ U l i<m^a( i ,  n)}l 
^f=]{ i~ Ul i<m ^  ~a(i, n)}l. 
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We then have Q A m = N ~ t = [T] ^ f= IF[. The inner repetit ion establishes c 
(m e U). Its invariant is 
O<~h<.n 
^ c-= (Aj: O<~j< h: a(m, j )=-  b( j ) ) .  
The code of the whole program is 
S: I[n, u: int; n, u := O, N 
;dour0  
-> I[m, t , f :  int; m, t , f '=O,  O, O 
;dom#N 
-->1[ h: int; c: bool; h, c:=O, true 
; do h ~ n ^ c--> h, c := h + 1, (a (m,  h) - b (h ) )  od 
; i f  caa(m,n) - ->t :=t+l  
[3 c a 7a(m,  n ) - ->f :=f+ 1 
[3 - lc --> skip 
fi 
]1 
; m:= m+ l 
od 
; if t <<-f-> b: (n)  = true ; u := u - f  
[3 f <--- t-> b: (n) =fa lse ; u := u - t 
fi 
]1 
; n :=n+l  
od 
;do n ~ 30--> b: (n )= true ; n:= n+l  
lq n ~ 30--> b: (n )=fa lse  ;n:= n+l  
od 
]1 
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Solution of Exercise 22 (Bach partitions) 
A Bach partition is a set containing at most one element from each of the sets 
A(j: 0 ~<j < 11), where A(j)  = {a(k)[b(j)  <~ k < b( j+ 1)}. The exercise is to deter- 
mine S such that 
I[a(i: 0~< i<273) :  array of int; 
{(Ai: 0~ < i<273:  a(i)>~ 1) 
A (Ai, j :  0~< i< j<273:  a(i) ~ a(j))} 
b(j: O<~j<~ 11): array of int; 
{b(0)=0A (Aj: 0~<j< 11: b(j)<~ b( j+l ) )  A b(11)=273} 
[[p: int; 
S 
{p -- (number of Bach partitions that have sum 1800)} 
]l 
]l 
Let B(x, n), for x/> 0 and 0<~ n ~< 11, denote the number of Bach partitions from 
the sets A(j: 0~<j< n) that have sum x. The postcondition is then p = B(1800, 11). 
We have the following recurrence relation for B(x, n): 
{10 f ° rx=0,  
B(x, 0) = for x I> 1, 
and for 1 <~ n ~< 11, 
B(x, n)= B(x, n-  1 )+(Sa :  a ~ A(n -1)  A a~ x: B (x -a ,  n-  1)). 
As a consequence, B(0, n) = 1 for all n. 
From the above relation a program can easily be derived. We introduce an integer 
array q(x: 0 < - x<~ 1800) and maintain P as an invariant. 
P: (Ax: 0 ~< x <~ 1800: q(x) = B(x, n)) 
A0~<n~<11. 
The program is initialized with n = 0. For the computation of B(m, n + 1) we need 
the terms B(x, n) with x ~< m. In order to ensure that these are still accessible, we 
maintain as an invariant of the inner repetition: 
Q: (Ax: 0<~ x <~ m: q(x)= B(x, n)) 
^(Ax:  m <x<~ 1800: q(x)=B(x ,  n+l ) )  
A0~ < m<~ 1800. 
Q^ m =0 implies, since B(0, n+l )  = B(0, n), P~+1. 
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We suggest he following program: 
S: [[n: int; 
q(x: 0 <~ x <~ 1800): array of int; 
n:=0;  q: (0)=1 
;l[x: int; x:= 1 
; do x# 1801 -> q: (x) =0 ; x := x+ 1 od 
]l 
;don~l l  
--> Jim: int; m := 1800 
; dom~O 
-> I[k: int; k:= b(n) 
; do k # b(n+ l) 





E! a (k )> m-> skip 
fi 
k :=k+l  
m: = m-1  
; n :=n+l  
od 
; p := q(1800) 
]l 
The innermost repetition makes, over the whole computation, 1800. 273 steps, which 
is much smaller than the maximum value of B(1800, 11). The moral is that one 
should not try to count the number of Bach partitions by generating them. 
